
JOB TRAINING

Coaching/Mentorship is a service where you and your coach or mentor
are working together to �nd a solution to your situation. The goal is to get
a job in the open labour market. You will receive personal guidance and
support in �nding a job.

What is Coaching/Mentorship?

To whom?

For those looking for a job

For those who for some reason are unable to
work full time

For those who have moved to Finland and are yet
to �nd a place to work

TURN
THE PAGE



You and your job coach will meet regularly and work together to plan how to progress into working life.
Getting help networking, surveying the labour markets and contacting employers. A job coach can help
you and the right job, for example by contacting potential employers in di�erent felds and giving tips
on vacancies. If needed, a job coach can also accompany you to work and business visits, as well as in
the event of any hiring.

Together you get to work on your CV, observe changes in the job market and go through di�erent job
search strategies to reduce your job search time. You will be helped to and the right path to working or
study. Together we make a concrete plan of action.

How?

Job coaching includes a maximum of
30-50 hours/participant (1.1.2022 - 31.12.2022)

Scope Where to apply?

Interested in the service? Make a request to contact
the TE O�ce through Your Customer Service page:
         www.te-palvelut.�

You can and our job coaches or mentors in Suupohja, Vaasa, Pietarsaari and Kokkola.
Contact us if you have any questions!

Where?

Suupohja

Vaasa

Nina Pihl nina.pihl@yrkesakademin.�044 750 3283

Pietarsaari Kristian Snellman kristian.snellman@edunova.�040 541 8239

Kokkola Kristian Snellman kristian.snellman@edunova.�040 541 8239
Milja Heino milja.heino@edunova.�044 750 3246

Liinu Andersson liinu.andersson@kpedu.�040 807 3647

Kristoffer Wörlund  
Francis Oyeyiola 
Ida Ehnström 
Juha Tuomikoski 
Anette Lågland 
Terhi Mesikämmen 
Marjo Hiltunen 
Kim Tolonen

kristoffer.worlund@yrkesakademin.�  

francis.oyeyiola@edunova.�
ida.ehnstrom@edunova.�
juha.tuomikoski@edu.vaasa.� 

anette.lagland@edu.vaasa.�
terhi.mesikammen@edu.vaasa.� 

marjo.hiltunen@edunova.�
kim.tolonen@edunova.�

044 750 3299  
040 185 3362 
040 184 6170 
040 076 0283 
040 653 0303 
040 525 3081 
040 564 3542 

040 184 1870
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